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Thomas Nast
Thomas Nast was a celebrity. In 1873, following his successful campaign
against New York City’s Tweed Ring, he was billed as “The Prince of
Caricaturists” for a lecture tour that lasted seven months. Nast used his Harper’s
Weekly cartoons to crusade against New York City’s political boss William
Magear Tweed, and he devised the Tammany tiger for this crusade. He
popularized the elephant to symbolize the Republican Party and the donkey as
the symbol for the Democratic Party, and created the "modern" image of Santa
Claus. Following his death on December 7, 1902, Thomas Nast’s obituary in Harper’s Weekly stated, "He has been
called, perhaps not with accuracy, but with substantial justice, the Father of American Caricature."
Thomas Nast “invented” the image popularly recognized as Santa Claus. Nast first drew Santa Claus for the 1862
Christmas season Harper’s Weekly cover and center-fold illustration to memorialize the family sacrifices of the
Union during the early and, for the north, darkest days of the Civil War. Nast’s Santa appeared as a kindly figure
representing Christmas, the holiday celebrating the birth of Christ. His use of Santa Claus was melancholy, sad for
the faltering Union war effort in which Nast so fervently believed, and sad for the separation of soldiers and
families. When Nast created his image of Santa Claus he was drawing on his native German tradition of Saint
Nicholas, a fourth century bishop known for his kindness and generosity. In the German Christian tradition
December 6 was (and is) Saint Nicholas day, a festival day honoring Saint Nicholas and a day of gift giving. Nast
combined this tradition of Saint Nicholas with other German folk traditions of elves to draw his Santa in 1862. The
claim that Nast “invented” Santa Claus in 1862 is thus accurate, but the assertion overlooks the centuries-long
antecedents to his invention.Santa Claus thrived thereafter in American culture both Christian and secular. During
the Civil War, Christmas was a traditional festival celebration in the United States, although not yet a holiday. In
Nast’s time Christmas was not a day when offices or factories closed; but the development of Christmas as a
holiday and the use of Santa Claus as a secular symbol of gift giving removed from its Christian antecedents
occurred during Nast’s lifetime. The modern American celebration of Christmas, with its commercialized gift
exchanges, developed in cities, led by New York, after 1880. Nast’s images of Santa Claus were so popular that
they were collected and reprinted in a book published in 1890.

William Tweed
William Magear Tweed (1823-1878), more commonly known in American history as “Boss
Tweed,” was an object of scathing criticism by Thomas Nast. Tweed was a New York City
politician who led a group of corrupt politicians who gained power in the Democratic party
in 1863, when Tweed was elected “Grand Sachem” of Tammany Hall. Originally a fraternal
organization formed in 1786, the Society of Tammany grew more political in the nineteenth
century and its building became the site where the Democratic party activists often met.
Although he held minor elective offices, Tweed primarily exercised power through his
control of patronage, the ability to appoint supporters to jobs in New York City government.
For instance, after he was appointed commissioner of public works, Tweed enlarged the
street maintenance crew to include twelve jobs as “manure inspectors.”
Not only did Tweed maintain and increase his power by rewarding his supporters, he also profited personally
from business conducted by the city of New York. For a company to receive business contracts with the city, it had
to inflate its prices and kick back a portion of its income to Tweed and his closest associates in local government.
This coterie of corrupt politicians enriching themselves at the public’s expense was known at the time as the
Tweed Ring.
The Tweed Ring was successful in part because it was popular among many voters, especially the Irish
immigrants who had flooded the city in search of a better livelihood. Tweed and his friends ensured that IrishAmerican supporters received jobs and other assistance from the city government and from companies doing
business with the city.
For Nast, Tweed personified two great evils afflicting American society after the Civil War: corruption and
greed, on the one hand, and the influence of Irish immigrants on the other. Harper’s Weekly and the New York
Times crusaded against corruption in city government in 1870 and 1871. Nast used his talents in a campaign to
undermine Tweed and rally good government forces to overthrow the boss. Cartoon after cartoon pictured Tweed
as a thief. In addition to his caricatures of Tweed, Nast created the Tammany Tiger as a symbol for the Ring, and
sometimes he used it as a more general symbol for the Democratic Party.
Nast succeeded in creating a negative image of Boss Tweed but was less successful in turning him out of
power. Eventually, rivals in the Democratic Party, who sought the spoils of office for themselves, turned on
Tweed. They provided evidence of his corruption to local newspapers, which eventually gave prosecutors the proof
needed to convict Tweed. Businesses hoping to recover money extorted by the Tweed Ring also sued the fallen
boss. He eventually fled the country, but was captured and returned. Tweed died in prison.

